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Abstract
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), consisting primarily of ulcerative colitis and 
Crohn’s disease, is a group of debilitating auto-immune disorders, which also 
increases the risk of colitis-associated cancer. However, due to the chronic nature 
of the disease and inconsistent treatment outcomes of current anti-IBD drugs (e.g., 
approximately 30% non-responders to anti-TNFα agents), and related serious side 
effects, about half of all IBD patients (in millions) turn to alternative treatment 
options. In this regard, mucosal healing is gaining acceptance as a measure of 
disease activity in IBD patients as recent studies have correlated the success of 
mucosal healing with improved prognosis. However, despite the increasing 
clinical realization of the significance of the concept of mucosal healing, its 
regulation and means of therapeutic targeting remain largely unclear. Here, stem-
cell therapy, which uses hematopoietic stem cells or mesenchymal stem cells, 
remains a promising option. Stem cells are the pluripotent cells with ability to 
differentiate into the epithelial and/or immune-modulatory cells. The over-
reaching concept is that the stem cells can migrate to the damaged areas of the 
intestine to provide curative help in the mucosal healing process. Moreover, by 
differentiating into the mature intestinal epithelial cells, the stem cells also help in 
restoring the barrier integrity of the intestinal lining and hence prevent the 
immunomodulatory induction, the root cause of the IBD. In this article, we 
elaborate upon the current status of the clinical management of IBD and potential 
role of the stem cell therapy in improving IBD therapy and patient’s quality of life.
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Core Tip: Mucosal healing is gaining acceptance as a measure of the disease activity 
remission in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) patients, however, its regulation and 
means of therapeutic targeting remain unclear. In this article, we elaborate upon stem-
cell therapy, which uses hematopoietic or mesenchymal stem cells, as a promising 
therapeutic option for IBD. The over-reaching concept is that the stem cells can 
migrate to the damaged areas of the intestine and differentiate into the mature intestinal 
epithelial cells to restore the barrier integrity of the intestinal lining, and hence, prevent 
the immunomodulatory induction, the root cause of IBD, and thus patient’s quality of 
life.

Citation: Mishra R, Dhawan P, Srivastava AS, Singh AB. Inflammatory bowel disease: 
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INTRODUCTION
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), consisting primarily of ulcerative colitis (UC) and 
Crohn’s disease (CD), is a group of debilitating auto-immune disorders, which also 
significantly increases the risk of colitis-associated colon cancer[1,2]. An estimated 1.3% 
of US adults (approximately 3 million) are currently diagnosed with IBD and 
approximately 70000 new cases are being added each year[3]. Moreover, the incidences 
of IBD especially in young adults and children are constantly increasing[4,5]. In sum 
total, if effective and safe preventive measures are not taken, and anti-IBD therapies 
are not developed on an urgent basis, IBD incidences and associated risk of colorectal 
cancer in young adults will reach to an epic proportion in the near future[6]. However, 
an effective drug-based cure for the IBD is a challenging ordeal considering that the 
precise etiology of the disease remains unclear. Here, it is important to note that the 
currently used anti-IBD therapies in the clinics are primarily aimed on the 
symptomatic control and include risk of serious side effects that can sometimes be 
lethal (Sepsis)[7]. In addition, these therapies are also limited in their effectiveness 
across the spectrum of IBD patients. For example, a large segment of the IBD-patients 
are refractive to the anti-TNFα therapies, the mainstream anti-IBD therapy 
(approximately 30% of IBD patients are potentially non-responders for anti-TNFα 
agents)[8]. Similarly, only < 19% of IBD patients show disease remission with 
tofacitinib, a JAK (Janus Kinase) inhibitor[9]. These limitations in the knowledge of the 
underlying causes and anti-IBD therapies underscore the need for the development of 
effective, well-tolerated and long-term anti-inflammatory therapies for IBD.

In this review, we focus on the current status of the knowledge about the IBD 
pathobiology, its current clinical remedies, and on the possible use of stem cells as 
effective, non-toxic therapy. In specific, we focus on the current advances in the stem 
cell research and how this knowledge can be harnessed for effective and long-term 
therapy for IBD.

Current knowledge of the disease prevalence and pathobiology
Although, etiology for IBD remains uncertain, deregulation of the normal immune 
homeostasis leading to chronic inflammation is central to the IBD pathobiology 
including its progression to the colorectal cancer. Inflammation-associated mucosal 
injury and deregulation of the intestinal epithelial barrier integrity are central to the 
IBD pathobiology, and believed to promote disease severity, relapse, and its 
progression to neoplastic transformation and growth[6,10]. While, IBD is considered 
primarily a disease of the developed countries, the overall incidence is increasing 
across the globe, primarily in the areas of industrial revolutions. In the United States, 
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at least 44% increase in IBD incidence has been reported from 1999 to 2015[11]. 
However, the above statistics does not include the pediatric incidence and/or 
prevalence of IBD (18 years or younger) and when combined together, the overall 
number would obviously be far higher. In this regard, according to a relatively recent 
report, the pediatric IBD prevalence increased by 133%, from 33/100000 in 2007 to 
77/100000 in 2016[4,5]. Also, it appears that a disparity exists between pediatric UC vs 
CD incidence as the disease increase at an almost 2-fold higher rate (45.9 vs 21.6 for CD 
vs UC respectively). This prevalence was also higher in boys than in girls for all forms 
of IBD. In particular, the age subgroup approximately 10-17 years was the major 
contributor to this rising pediatric IBD prevalence. In contrast, for adults, the 
prevalence rates of UC and CD was similar (181.1 vs 197.7) in 2016. Moreover, in the 
adult population IBD prevalence seems higher in women than in men though the 
values have not been statistically different. Overall, available statistics suggest a 
constant increase in IBD incidences especially in the age group younger than 18 
years[5].

The underlying mechanisms
The causative factors leading to the onset, sustenance, and aggravation of IBD are 
undecided and, therefore, are the subject matter of ongoing investigations. However, 
the data survey indicates that pinpointing the causative factor of IBD is intriguing as 
its origin and aggravation appears to be the result of the sum total of interactions of 
multiple factors including environmental, genetic, and microbial. In this regard, the 
mucosal lining in a normal healthy intestine is maintained intact, which helps limit the 
interaction of the gut luminal antigen with mucosal immune components (Figure 1). 
The current model trying to explain the pathogenesis of IBD is based on the concept of 
the misdirected response of the hosts’ immune system to intestinal immunogenic and 
microbial factors which can in part be as a consequence of an ineffective mucosal 
barrier between the luminal flora and subepithelial tissues and also in part because of 
an imbalance in the immune reaction of the mucosal immune system (Figure 2)[12]. 
Notably, almost 100 trillion bacteria commensally inhabit the GI tract of a normal 
human[13]. The interaction between the microbiota and the host is defined as 
commensalism because they carry out a number of beneficial actions for the host while 
dwelling there and reaping various benefits. However, this host-commensal 
interaction is always maintained in a delicate balance and an imbalance in this 
interaction is suspected to be a lead cause in the development of IBD[14]. In this regard, 
as decreased biodiversity in the gut flora of IBD suffering individuals is a common 
feature, it appears that a certain degree of biodiversity in gut flora is required for 
sustaining the mutually beneficial interaction[15]. In conclusion, in a genetically 
predisposed host, gut dysbiosis can promote susceptibility to IBD. In this regard, a 
reduction in the population of anaerobic microbes belonging to Bacteroides 
(Bacteroidetes phylum), Eubacterium, and Lactobacillus species (Firmicutes phylum) 
is often seen in IBD patients[16]. Notably, a decrease in the anaerobic bacterial 
population and an increase in aerobic population may cause hypoxic condition locally 
which itself is known to induce inflammation[16-18].

The observation of increasing incidences of IBD at the global level has also 
implicated the role of other environmental factors though the hidden unexplained 
heritability of genetic factors contributing to the disease are yet to be elucidated. 
However, recent evidences have stressed upon the association of the host genome 
association with gut microbiome, a key step in appreciating the mechanisms 
underlying IBD pathobiology[19]. Notably, the constitution of the gut microbime of an 
individual is shaped not only by the person’s genetics but also by other factors 
including diet, exposure to the antibiotics, physical activity and financial status[20]. 
Observations like relations between minimizing exposure of the intestinal lumen to 
selected food items with prolonged remission state of IBD further establish a possible 
role of environmental factors in the development of the disease. These processes could 
be further nursed and amplified by certain genetic polymorphisms in a person[16,21,22]. 
Mucosal lining susceptibility incurred could be due to the genetic makeup of a person 
or defect in the sampling of gut luminal antigens, due to continuous microbial 
overload, leading to activation of dysregulated innate immune response mostly 
mediated by enhanced toll-like receptor activity[23]. The antigen-presenting cells then 
mediate the differentiation of naïve T-cells into effector T-helper (Th) cells, including 
Th1, Th2, and Th17, which alter the gut homeostasis and lead to IBD[23].

Some investigators, however, think that certain genetic backgrounds are responsible 
for making individuals comparatively more prone to IBD based primarily on the 
observation of a higher prevalence of the IBD in patient’s relatives. However, studies 
exploring genome-wide association have shown only some degree of IBD heritability 
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Figure 1  The mucosal lining in a healthy intestine is maintained intact which helps limit bacterial population in gut itself.

Figure 2 The mucosal lining of the intestine is disrupted due to prolonged local inflammation and thus allowing migration of gut bacteria 
into intestinal tissues. Stem cells by virtue of having immune modulatory capabilities down-regulate local inflammation, and because of ability to migrate and 
settle in injured tissues can migrate to damaged regions of intestines, settle there and differentiate into cell types of immediate surrounding to help in mucosal healing.

though Genome-wide sequencing (GWAS) ability has yielded clues suggesting that 
the polymorphisms in certain genes can make an individual more susceptible to 
IBD[22,24-26]. With the recent advances in “omics” technologies with abilities of large-
scale and high-throughput analysis in combination with the analytical network of data 
mining and system biology have made the analysis of the intricacy of IBD-related 
biological and functional networks rather amenable. These abilities have made it easier 
to explain the unknown heritability in IBD and relate to the changing environmental 
factors, epigenetic modifications, and gene-host microbial (“environmental”) or gene-
extrinsic environmental interactions. In this regard, genetic alterations in certain genes 
have been demonstrated to be frequently associated with rendering an individual 
more prone to develop IBD. A number of factors which are suspected to promote IBD 
include polymorphisms in genes like NOD2/CARD15[21,27], CCR6, ICOSLG, JAK2/
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STAT3, FIT2, PTPN2, ATG16L1, NRP3, CARD9, IRGM1, and a few others[25,26]. A higher 
occurrence of the disease in related family members also supports the roles of both, 
genetic and environmental factors. Higher occurrence of IBD in monozygotic twins 
(35%) in comparison to the dizygotic twins (3%) further demonstrates a genetic 
predisposition to the disease[28,29]. Although, GWAS studies have identified 71 to 99 loci 
associated with the IBD[22,24,26], it is still difficult to pinpoint a genetic link because of 
less than 50% occurrence of IBD in monozygotic twins. Further, comparatively a poor 
correlation with the genetic factors while higher correlations with other factors like 
less prevalence of the disease in Asian and Hispanic populations strongly indicate 
important roles of the environmental factors. An increase in IBD incidence in 
individuals who moved from the low incidence regions to high incidence regions 
again underscores the role of environmental factors[17,19,30]. Everyday life factors like less 
physical work demanding stressful living style, usage of antibiotics to fend off 
bacteria[31] are further suspected to be additional variables contributing to IBD 
development. Nicotine appears to induce IBD which is a very potent contributory 
factor in individuals of early age groups[20,32]. Taken together, despite significant 
improvement in the knowledge of IBD, its etiology remains unclear and the overall 
consensus remains that the IBD is a multi-factorial disease.

The immunological factors
The luminal contents of the intestine are always needed to be recognized by different 
innate immune cell populations of the intraepithelial and lamina propria mucosal 
spaces through pattern recognition receptors such as Toll-like receptors and 
nucleotide-binding domain like receptors. Dendritic cells express the widest range of 
pattern recognition receptors and interpret microbial patterns to direct other immune 
cells towards immunity or tolerance. They form trans-epithelial dendrites that enable 
them to directly sample luminal antigens. Excessive overload of the gut by bacteria, 
viruses, and fungi may lead to a dysregulated immune response which has been 
implicated in the pathology of IBD. Both innate and acquired immune pathways may 
be tweaked into promoting intestinal inflammation due to excessive gut flora load and 
genetic makeup of an individual[10,14,33].

Though both UC and CD are caused by excessive immune responses in general but 
the level of T-helper cells and their induction in CD and UC appear to be induced by 
different T-cell populations[23]. While in CD, Th-1 cells are activated and are considered 
the disease driving cell population, Th-2 immune signaling appears to be the driving 
force in UC patients. In the mucosa of CD suffering individuals, IL-12, IL-18, and TNF-
α derived from the macrophages are upregulated, which drive the Th1 immune 
cytokine response to increase IL-2 and IFN-γ production. This immune activation is 
thought to incite, stimulate, and sustain the mucosal inflammation. On the other hand, 
UC is characterized by the increases in the expressions of Th2 cytokines, IL-5 and IL-
13. In addition to the Th1 and Th2 immune activations, the role of Th17 cells has been 
in the focus of many recent studies. Th17 cells are induced by IL-6 and transforming 
growth factor-β (TGF-β). These cells, in turn, produce proinflammatory cytokines IL-
17A, IL-21, and IL-22. Higher levels of IL-17A have been described in the mucosal of 
both CD and UC and in the lamina propria of IBD patients. These dysregulated T cell 
responses could lead to intestinal inflammation by a disproportionate release of 
inflammatory cytokines and chemokines[34]. Overall, profound deregulation of the 
immune response elements characterize IBD patients, however, this immune signature 
is versatile and variable in the CD and UC patients, though new findings are always 
impacting this knowledge.

ANTI-IBD THERAPIES: CURRENT STATUS AND POTENTIAL CHALLEN-
GES
As IBD is a multi-factorial disease, its cure has also to encompass a multi-factorial 
approach, over the course of time. Irrespective of the underlying cause(s), it is now 
clear that deregulation of the immune homeostasis is central to the IBD incidence 
and/or progression and causing sustained local inflammation. Accordingly, a large 
number of anti-IBD therapies is focused primarily on inhibiting the pro-inflammatory 
immune signaling especially inhibiting the TNF signaling. However, other means of 
curbing the disease severity has also been attempted, and are in practice. Details of 
current anti-IBD therapies and associated challenges are described below.
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Non-specific anti-inflammatory agents as anti-IBD therapy
Considering that the inflammation is the root cause of the IBD diseases, a number of 
anti-inflammatory drugs were primarily used for managing the disease. Principal 
pharmacological agents used for treating IBD were 5-aminosalicylate (5-ASA), its 
derivatives, and corticosteroids that too were for managing the symptoms and getting 
only some comfort to the patients[35]. However, almost all medications used for 
managing IBD have some degree of undesired side effects including a potential threat 
to life (Table 1). Therefore, a careful selection of drugs is needed for each and every 
patient. At present, an anti-inflammatory approach is taken to bring about remission 
which is followed by maintenance therapy with immunosuppressant. Steroids like 
prednisone are used to bring inflammation under control in mild cases of IBD[36,37]. 
However, fast-acting steroids, often used in aggravated disease conditions, have a 
number of side-effects such as increases in blood sugar levels, increased risks of 
osteoporosis and infections, and therefore, physicians try to decrease steroids as soon 
as safely possible and then continue to use a just enough dose that is the most efficient 
for long term usage[36,37].

Thiopurines comprising azathioprine (AZA) and its active metabolite 
mercaptopurine as well as thioguanine, are also widely used in the therapy of chronic 
active IBD[38-40]. The most widely used preparations are AZA and mercaptopurine, 
which have also been recorded to help in mucosal healing in about 60% of the 
patients[38,39]. These drugs are activated after being metabolized into 6-thioguanine-
nucleotides which disturbs proper DNA synthesis. Successful AZA therapy is 
accompanied by mucosal healing and the disappearance of the inflammatory 
infiltration, however, almost one-third of the patients do not show much 
improvement[41,42]. The AZA therapy also has a number of undesired side effects like 
pancreatitis[39], hepatotoxicity[42,43], myelotoxicity[44] and also have some suspected role 
in promoting malignancy[45]. Combination therapy with steroids has been shown to be 
more effective in terms of keeping remission for a longer duration. However, a vast 
array of side-effects remains a major concern for IBD patients following the long-term 
use of these drugs.

The gene- and cell-based anti-IBD therapies
Advances in molecular biology research[46] have offered therapeutic opportunities to 
target the involved inflammatory processes or pathways in the manifestation and 
progression of the disease. Obviously, therapy approaches that are gene- and cell-
based are also being tried to prevent mucosal inflammation and these approaches are 
showing potential in IBD treatment[47-50]. For the gene-based therapy, insertion or 
alteration of a gene is carried out within an individual's cells to treat a disease with the 
help of vectors which could be of viral or non-viral origin[48,51,52]. Viral vectors are 
preferred for this purpose because of their higher gene transfer rate.  For safety 
reasons, viral vectors used for therapeutic purposes are severely crippled so that the 
virus can perpetuate only in the presence of other helper plasmids carrying necessary 
genes in vivo. Viral particles with retroviral origin have been shown to transduce genes 
in intestinal cells but with low efficiency[51,53]. On the other hand, lentiviruses appear to 
transduce genes in intestinal cells more effectively[49].

However, at least a couple of concerns have come up with gene therapy approaches. 
The very first one of these concerns is rooted in the unknown genetic origin of the 
disease.  Since the genetic origin of the disease could not be ascertained so far[24-26], it is 
difficult to decide a gene target for treating the disease. Another safety issue is rooted 
in uncertainty in the site of integration of the viral vector carrying the gene of interest 
in the host genome as the highly active transcription sites are preferred sites for viral 
genome integration[50,51,54,55]. The genomic integration can lead to the events of 
insertional mutagenesis which in turn can lead to either inactivation or 
hyperactivation of some other genes or has only desired effects. Inactivation of a cell 
proliferation regulatory gene or activation of a cell proliferation promoting gene can 
lead to undesired increases in cell division rate leading to cancerous growth. In clinical 
trials, similar outcomes have been documented[54]. Although significant safety 
enhancements have been achieved in recent years in lentiviral vector design, potential 
concern of random integration can’t be ruled out, and thus needs to be addressed 
before considering such viral vectors as safe tools for gene therapy in humans for any 
disease including IBD.

The biologics as anti-IBD therapy for IBD
With increasing evidence of hyperactivated signaling pathways, different 
pharmacological agents targeting mostly TNF-alpha signaling pathway or its 
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Table 1 Drugs used for treating inflammatory bowel disease patients, their side effects and mode of action

Drug Indications Side effects Target or mechanism of action
Anti-inflammatory agents

5-ASA Mild to moderate IBD Renal toxicity[110,111] By scavenging of ROS[35]

Steroids Mild to moderate IBD Cataracts, bone loss, easy bruising, muscle weakness, and thrush, weight gain, 
swelling, high blood sugar, increased risk of infection, psychosis, nausea, 
vomiting, loss of appetite, heartburn, trouble sleeping, increased sweating, or 
acne[36,37]

By decreasing inflammation via suppression of the migration of 
polymorphonuclear leukocytes and reversing increased capillary permeability. 
Also, by suppressing the immune system by reducing the activity and the volume 
of the immune system[37]

Thiopurines Mild to moderate IBD Hepatotoxicity, pancreatitis, myelotoxicity[42] Either by blocking of the TcR signaling pathway, or by 6-TG inhibition of purine 
synthesis (suspected)

Methotrexate CD, rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis Hepatotoxicity, ulcerative stomatitis, leukopenia, predisposition to infection, 
nausea, abdominal pain, fatigue, fever, dizziness, acute pneumonitis, pulmonary 
fibrosis, kidney failure[112]

By blocking the binding of interleukin 1beta to interleukin 1 receptor[113]

Biologics

TNF-alpha antagonists

Infliximab CD[114], UC, rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing 
spondylitis, psoriasis, psoriatic arthritis, and 
Behçet's disease

Nausea, heartburn, headache, runny nose, white patches in mouth, vaginal yeast 
infection, flushing[115]

By binding to TNF-alpha and preventing its interaction with the receptor

Adalimumab Rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, 
ankylosing spondylitis, CD, UC, psoriasis, 
hidradenitis suppurativa, uveitis, and juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis

Injection site pain, URTI, increased creatine, phosphokinase, headache, rashes, 
sinus infection, nausea, UTI, abdominal pain, Flulike syndrome, hyperlipidemia, 
back pain, high cholesterol, blood in the urine, hypertension, increased alkaline 
phosphatase[116]

By binding with TNF-alpha and blocking its interaction with the p55 and p75 cell 
surface TNF receptors; causes lysis of cells with surface TNF in the presence of 
complement

Certolizumab 
pegol

Rheumatoid arthritis[58,60] Cough, sore throat, stuffy or runny nose, burning or painful frequent urination, 
joint pain[60,117]

By binding to soluble and membrane-bound TNF-alpha, inhibiting its 
proinflammatory actions

Golimumab UC[57] Severe infections, opportunistic infections, reactivation of tuberculosis, 
malignancies, heart failure, autoimmunity, and demyelinating disorders[57]

By binding with both soluble and transmembrane forms of TNF-alpha

Integrin receptor antagonists

Natalizumab CD, multiple sclerosis Fatigue, allergic reactions with a low risk of anaphylaxis, headache, nausea, colds, 
occasional exacerbation of CD[118]

By inhibiting alpha 4 integrin

Vedolizumab CD, UC[119] Common cold runny or stuffy nose, sinus pain, headache, joint pain, nausea, 
fever, infections of the nose and throat, tiredness, fatigue etc.

By inhibiting alpha4 beta7 integrin[119]

Interleukin antagonist

Ustekimumab CD, plaque psoriasis. Increased risk of infections and developing cancer By blocking IL-23[120]

5-ASA: 5-Aminosalicylic acid; IBD: Inflammatory bowel disease; ROS: Reactive oxygen species; 6-TG: 6-Thioguanine; URTI: Upper respiratory tract infection; UTI: Urinary tract infection; CD: Crohn’s disease; UC: Ulcerative colitis.

components are either in clinical use or in clinical trials to help IBD patients[30,56]. 
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Biologic therapies used for the treatment of IBD inhibit specific molecules which act as 
immune mediators like pro-inflammatory cytokines or adhesion molecules that enable 
leukocyte migration (Table 1) and thus help in mucosal healing. Six biologic agents are 
currently approved for the treatment of refractory IBD as standard medications. Four 
of them are anti-TNF agents like infliximab, adalimumab, golimumab, certolizumab 
pegol, and the other two are anti-integrin agents, natalizumab, and vedolizumab[30]. 
Though the anti-TNF-alpha targeting antibodies are most commonly used, however, 
almost one-third of the IBD patients do not show any improvement after anti-TNF 
therapy[8,57-60]. It is also worth keeping in mind here that steroids and anti-inflammatory 
drugs like 5-ASA and its derivatives are used to induce remission while other 
immunomodulators that do not have a primary role in inducing disease remission are 
proving valuable help in maintaining disease remission for a longer duration once it is 
achieved. A number of other biologics are being developed which are in different 
stages of clinical trials[56]. Though there are a number of drugs in use to help IBD 
patients, they all have varying degrees of undesired side-effects (Table 1).  Considering 
the enormous cost of developing a new drug, accompanying undesired side-effects 
and limited application potential, scientists and clinicians are always looking for a 
better alternative to help IBD patients. Also, it is very important to keep in mind that 
inhibiting a particular pathway in case of any disease without understanding the exact 
underlying mechanisms may not have a successful outcome all the time. Even in cases 
where the underlying mechanisms are well understood and blocking a particular 
pathway on the basis of that understanding by one means or other, biological systems 
have evolved to evade that singular blockade and underlying reasons causing the 
disease will force its manifestation via some or other pathway. About the IBDs, only 
one fact can be stated with conviction that the disease is rooted in ongoing local 
inflammation and for inhibiting that by blocking one particular pro-inflammatory 
pathway may get some time for the body to heal by itself but that may not be a cure.

MUCOSAL HEALING AND ITS CLINICAL IMPLICATION IN IBD 
PROGNOSIS
The mucosal lining in the IBD patients is often disrupted because of sustained 
inflammation. The IBD-healing process is accompanied by mucosal healing which is 
defined by the restoration of the intestinal lining, and is generally characterized by 
regression or disappearance of endoscopic lesions[61]. Although, the definition of the 
term mucosal healing remains debatable, in general, it refers to the resolution of ulcers 
in IBD in a follow-up endoscopic evaluation[38]. Complete mucosal healing has been 
defined by the absence of ulcerations during follow-up endoscopy in patients who had 
ulcerations present in baseline ileocolonoscopy exam and partial mucosal healing 
evident by clear endoscopic improvement but still with ulceration present[61-64]. 
Mucosal healing is being considered as a mile-stone in IBD healing[64], and the logic 
behind considering this as the ultimate goal of all types of therapeutic interventions is 
based on the available set of evidence that it is often associated with better long-term 
outcomes for patient, defined by a number of factors like: Reduced risk of relapse, 
decreased hospitalization rates, increased steroid-free remission in the follow-up 
examination, and comparatively a longer resection free intervals[38]. Also, it was shown 
that patients with CD with mucosal healing have a decreased risk of penetrating 
complications and, thereby, decreased probability of surgery and progression to colon 
cancer[64]. These and similar other factors are important for any patient including those 
suffering from IBD, as these factors influence substantially the quality of life. Taken 
together, current knowledge of the clinical management of IBD strongly advocates for 
the novel means that can induce mucosal healing without using an immune-
suppressive agent.

STEM CELLS AND MUCOSAL HEALING
Stem cells are being designated as major cellular entities to regulate inherent 
inflammation and help in mucosal healing. Because stem cells find their way to the 
injury sites[65] and differentiate into the cell types locally needed to heal the injured 
tissue or organ, they can serve an excellent tool for helping IBD patients. With these 
points in consideration, stem cell therapy has previously been tried in IBD patients.  In 
this section, we will mainly focus on the usages of stem cells in IBD therapy. Emerging 
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stem cells for therapeutic purposes for IBD are hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and 
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) which show promising outcomes to improve disease 
control especially in IBD patients turned refractory to the current anti-IBD 
therapies[66,67]. The cell-based therapies may improve not only the tissue regeneration 
by inhibiting the disease activity, but also have the potential to decrease the risk of 
developing colitis-associated carcinomas. In cases of IBDs, these cells are emerging 
helpful thanks to their properties of differentiating into epithelial or immune-
modulatory cells and, thereby, restoring the normal mucosal tissue and barrier 
integrity[68]. In theory, stem cell-based therapy is an extension of immunomodulatory 
therapies but rather than inhibiting one particular pathway, a number of anti-
inflammatory pathways might be inhibited by transplantation of stem cells and 
because of this fact itself, stem cell-based therapies may prove more successful than 
other therapies which either focus one particular inflammation signaling pathway or 
inflammation in general.

HSC-transplant as stem cell therapy in IBD patients
HSCs, usually isolated from the bone marrow, umbilical cord, or peripheral blood, are 
multipotent. The best-known marker of these cells is the cell surface glycoprotein 
CD34. This marker is highly expressed on most, if not all, human HSCs, but absent on 
the mature blood cells. Most of the CD34+ cells do not express so-called lineage (Lin) 
markers, expressed on mature blood cells, such as CD2, CD3, CD11b, CD11c, CD14, 
CD16, CD19, CD24, CD56, CD66b and CD235. In general HSCs are CD34+, CD59+, 
CD90/Thy1+, CD38low/-, c-Kit-/low, and Lin- and have abilities to differentiate into 
a variety of cell types, migrating to damaged tissue sites, and then help in healing[68,69]. 
There is a group of scientists with a keen interest in the transplant of autologous HSCs 
in patients suffering from severe CD who become refractory to conventional 
treatments[70,71]. HSC-based therapies have yielded mixed types of results in clinical 
use. While some investigators have reported outstanding recovery rates[72,73], others 
have reported only a marginal help[74-76]. In some studies implantation of HSCs has 
been shown to be associated with a high incidence of adverse events with infections 
being the most common one usually associated with the procedures carried out[73]. 
Moreover, the number of HSCs is usually very low in the source materials, about 1 in 
every 10000 to 15000 bone marrow cells, which further falls to 1 in 100000 blood cells 
in the blood stream and thus has to be considered prior to the use of HSCs for treating 
patients. In addition, for HSCs transplant therapy, IBD patients have to undergo 
extensive preparations. Overall, facts like low number of cells in source material and 
patients have to undergo invasive procedures like myeloablation and chemo-therapy 
make HSC-transplant more risk-prone and cost-intensive, and thus less desirable for 
anti-IBD stem cell therapy.

MSC-transplant as stem cell therapy in IBD patients
MSCs are adult stem cells, which must (1) express CD105, CD73 and CD90, and lack 
expression of CD45, CD34, CD14 or CD11b, CD79α or CD19, and HLA-DR surface 
molecule; (2) be plastic-adherent when maintained in standard culture, and (3) have 
the ability to differentiate into adipocytes, osteoblasts, and chondrocytes in vitro 
(criteria proposed by the International Society for Cellular Therapy)[77]. MSCs mainly 
isolated from the adipose tissue, are multipotent because these have the potentials to 
differentiate into the cell types of multiple mesoderm lineages such as adipocytes, 
myocardiocytes, chondrocytes, and osteoblasts[52,77,78]. Because of their immuno-
suppressive properties and their supportive role in tissue regeneration, these cells 
seem to offer a more promising tool for treating IBD along with treating many other 
medical concerns. In addition, the MSCs have a major advantage over HSCs because of 
the ease of the cell preparation. While for HSCs preparation invasive procedures could 
be needed, MSCs can be isolated comparatively more easily from easily retrievable 
visceral fat tissues. Also, MSCs have lower immunogenic properties because of 
presence of low levels of class-I major histocompatibility complex (MHC-I). Since 
MSCs have very low in the content of MHC-II-costimulatory molecules that activate 
host T-cells following the infusion or transplantation process, using MSCs usually do 
not provoke any immune response in the recipients. The immunomodulatory 
capabilities of MSCs by down-regulating mucosal immune reactivity by promoting 
regulatory T-cell (Treg) formation[34], the most potent immuno-suppressive T cells 
including inhibition of proliferation and functioning of Th1 and Th17 cells, and thus 
promoting tissue healing[79-81] make MSCs a very desirable therapeutic agent for IBD 
treatments. Induced pluripotent stem cells also have been demonstrated to be 
equivalent to adipose-derived MSCs in promoting intestinal healing[82].

MSCs have been used in two forms, locally and by intravenous infusion, for IBD 
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treatments. Local injection of autologous and allogeneic MSCs have shown positive 
results compared to placebo in multiple case series and randomized controlled trials in 
patients with complicated fistulizing diseases who stopped responding to traditional 
therapies including immuno-modulators, anti-TNF-alpha agents, and to local 
management including surgery[75,76,83]. Dietz et al[84] have demonstrated that injection of 
autologous MSCs in perianal fistulas cured the disease in more than 83% of cases. 
Transplantation of allogeneic MSCs resulted in the healing of fistulas in more than 
70% of cases within 8 wk of transplantation and no adverse reactions were seen 
either[84,85]. In phase III trial data on more than 200 patients demonstrated that patients 
treated with allogeneic stem cells had a significantly higher rate of closing of 
fistula[73,86]. Keeping the point in mind that stem cells act as an anti-inflammatory agent 
some clinicians used them with intravenous infusion. The findings of those studies 
demonstrate that allogeneic stem cells are more effective in ameliorating the IBD 
symptoms[87].

MECHANISM OF ACTION OF MSC IN IBD
The tentative mechanisms thought to be involved in stem-cell-based healing of 
damaged intestinal injuries during IBD are displayed in Figure 2. In general, it is 
believed that MSCs' immunomodulatory activity[79,88] is responsible for the its 
therapeutic value. Treating diseases rooted in extreme inflammation like graft vs host 
disease[89], m u l t i p l e  sclerosis[80,90], m y o c a r d i a l  infarction[91], s y s t e m i c  l u p u s  
erythematosus[92] and IBD[85,87] confirm the notion. The immunomodulatory or anti-
inflammatory properties have three components. The stem cells migrate to sites of 
active inflammation or tissue injury[93,94], secrete anti-inflammatory molecules like 
Interleukin-10 (IL-10), HGF, TGFβ1[95], and signal to nearby cells to maintain the local 
anti-inflammatory environment[96-98]. By influencing cytokine secretion profiles, MSCs 
can modulate the function of various immune cell types including lymphocytes, 
dendritic cells, and macrophages[99]. In cases of CD, it is the ability of MSCs to 
upregulate a CD4+ subset of Tregs, a cell type known to be deficient in CD[79]. The 
depletion of Treg cells and the imbalance of Treg to T effector cells play a key role in 
the pathogenesis of CD. Therefore, the ability MSCs to upregulate Treg cells in 
addition to migrating to the sites of inflammation, and dampening the pro-
inflammatory immune responses underscores the escalating interest in using MSCs to 
treat IBDs.

Both, bone marrow-derived stem cells (BMSCs) and adipose-derived stem cells 
(ADSCs), have been used for IBD therapies.  Despite having similar cell surface 
markers, cells of the above sources have slightly different behaviors in vitro. In general, 
ADSCs show a significantly higher proliferation rates and stay undifferentiated for 
longer periods than BMSCs in culture[100]. Also, ADSCs have also been shown to have 
higher levels of secreted anti-inflammatory cytokines that have been implicated in the 
immunomodulatory modes of action, including IL-6 and TGF-β, and may have more 
potent immunomodulatory effects compared to BMSCs[32,88].

Intestinal stem cells and intestinal stem cells-organoids for IBD therapy
The Intestinal lining keeps on shedding regularly and new layers of the intestinal 
epithelium is generated to replace the shed one. It is thought that in a normal healthy 
individual, the whole intestinal endothelial lining is renewed every 2-6 d[101,102]. There is 
a rich population of intestinal stem cells (ISCs) residing at the bottom of the intestinal 
crypts is responsible for producing the cells needed for new intestinal epithelium. ISCs 
are characterized by the expression of ISC-specific genes, such as LGR5[103]. Some 
studies have demonstrated that loss of or decline in stemness of these cells may retard 
or disrupt the regeneration of the damaged intestinal epithelium. Thus, it logical to 
infer that transplantation of ex vivo cultured ISCs may help promote the healing in IBD 
patients by regeneration of the damaged intestinal epithelium. However, the question 
of how we could efficiently culture and expand donor ISCs in vitro has remained an 
unsolved problem for an extended period.

Pioneering work by Sato et al[103] demonstrated that ISCs could be grown for long-
term in specific culture by maintaining them in 3D-culture conditions and it is referred 
to as “organoids”. They also demonstrated that at least four growth factors, i.e., Wnt3a, 
R-Spondin-1, EGF, and Noggin were needed for maintaining the cells in organoid 
form and in a healthy state. In their later studies, those factors turned out to be the 
indispensable components of the stem cell niche, which are supplied by the Paneth 
cells in vivo[104]. Therefore, the success was based on the careful in vitro reconstitution of 
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the stem cell niche microenvironment. The culture method can be applied to grow 
both mice as well as human organoids, which can be continued for a year or more. A 
number of studies dissecting the underlying mechanisms have been carried out after 
inducing gene-level manipulations in mice[105,106]. Other groups have reported that 
endoscopic biopsies can be used as a starting material to establish patient-derived 
organoids and that those organoids retain the specific properties of their site-of origin 
within the gastrointestinal tract[107].

The process of producing organoids propounded by Sato et al[103,104] is Matrigel 
based, and therefore could not be used for therapeutic purposes. For clinical purposes, 
organoids have to be grown in Matrigel free culture conditions. Yui et al[108] have 
shown that the ISCs could be grown in Matrigel free collagen-based 3D culture 
conditions and those could be tweaked into forming organoids. They also 
demonstrated that these cells can survive in vivo in ulcerated areas of the intestine in 
animal models of the disease. Cell organoids formed clear crypt structures which gets 
incorporated into the intestinal epithelium of the recipients and remained there for 
months. These findings provided the data and proof that ex vivo cultured ISCs can 
engraft and aid to the regeneration of the damaged intestinal epithelium. A recent 
study demonstrated that human intestinal organoids also retain the ability of 
reconstructing the damaged mucosa if planted in immunodeficient mice[109]. These 
findings suggest that human organoinds can be isolated from healthy intestinal areas 
of IBD-suffering individuals, propagated ex vivo, and transplanted back surgically. 
This approach may offer a feasible solution for treating IBD.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The mucosal healing is an extremely important aim for IBD treatment irrespective of 
the type of therapeutic intervention. To improve the success rate of the treatments, it is 
necessary to develop a comprehensive understanding of IBD etiology and investigate 
other agents for the purposes accordingly. Pharmacological interventions for treating 
IBD, based on the insufficient understanding of the underlying mechanisms 
responsible for etiology, are not able to help each and every IBD patient. There is 
always a section of the population which does not respond to the available treatments 
or becomes refractory in due course. Keeping the fact in mind that IBDs are caused by 
unimpeded local inflammation mediated by or rooted in a number of 
proinflammatory cell signaling pathways, a pharmacological agent is desirable which 
can inhibit a number of pathways as needed. Stem cells appear to be such an ideal 
entity and “stem cell-based therapy” is one of the promising new treatment options for 
refractory IBD patients. MSCs of adipose origin are easy to isolate, and therefore are 
more likely to be used for therapeutic purposes. It is a well-known fact that MSCs are 
immune-modulatory which means that these cells can be pro-inflammatory as well as 
anti-inflammatory in response to external stimuli. In order to improve on the success 
rate and make them produce consistently good outcomes in clinics, deciphering 
cytokine signals which promote maximal anti-inflammatory behavior in MSCs would 
be a very desirable aspect on which detailed studies would be required.

Organoid based anti-IBD therapy is in early developing stages which requires a lot 
more factors to be calibrated before bringing from bench to bedside. Out of those 
elements, culture conditions for consistently producing clinical grade oraganoids and 
method of implanting in patients need some extensive investigations. Also, it would 
be desirable to know if ISCs of allogenic origin could be used in clinics successfully. 
Once these factors are established, and other clinical concerns like criteria for selection 
of a donor, minimizing or blocking infections from donor to recipients and other 
related clinical concerns are addressed well in advance before organoids could be used 
in IBD patients regularly.

CONCLUSION
IBD, primarily caused by the hyperimmune response to intestinal microbiota, is a 
complex disease which keeps on relapsing and remitting. The disease affects one's 
lifestyle drastically and the disease itself as related complications can be debilitating 
and life-threatening. The major therapeutic approach to treat the disease has been 
controlling the inflammation which achieves mucosal healing and disease remission. 
This leads to inhibition or abolition of the disease progression and thus helps retain the 
maximum portion of the healthy and functional intestine. Because of numerous 
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underlying suspected causes responsible for the pathobiology of the disease, a number 
of approaches for treating the disease have been taken. Emergence of new biologic 
agents has changed the disease course as it has provided more options in treating 
complicated and refractory cases. Stem cell-based approaches have been shown to 
offer a promising therapy for gravely suffering IBD patients. The curative properties of 
the stem cells can be attributed to their anti-inflammatory properties by secreting a 
number of anti-inflammatory cytokines and mucosal healing by migrating to afflicted 
regions of the intestine and help there (Figure 2). Though both allogeneic and 
autologous stem cells have shown promising results, surprisingly allogeneic cells have 
shown more promising results than those of autologous origin. Also, the implantation 
of stem cells has made some patients responsive to conventional therapies. These 
findings demonstrate that stem cell-based therapies offer an alternative therapeutic 
modality to the IBD patients including those who are non-responsive to current 
therapeutic agents.
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